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QUESTION 1

What is the purpose of the training models within Oracle Digital Assistant? 

A. build a complete semantic language model allowing a skill to understand 98% of user input in the trained language 

B. automatically crowdsource sample data to which user input is matched 

C. automatically create n number of classifications where n is a parameter defined for each skill 

D. allow a skill to classify user input to defined intents 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An input component references an entity-type variable from its variable property and does not have the maxPrompts
property set. Which two statements describe valid options to help users deal with validation errors? 

A. You can use the alternatePrompt property for user input components to display alternative prompts. 

B. You can use the onlnvaliduserlnput property on the System.commonResponse component to conditionally show or
hide UI controls. 

C. You can use the system. invaliduserinput?booiean expression to detect a previously failed input validation and
display alternative prompts or additional UI controls. 

D. You can use the user input component\\'s textReceived action transition to detect validation errors and to navigate to
a state in the dialog flow. 

E. You can use the user input component\\'s cancel action transition to navigate to a different state in the dialog flow,
display a help message to the user, and navigate back into the dialog flow state that previously failed input validation. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Imagine that you have a financial planning skill. Which two functionalities would typically be implemented as a custom
component? 

A. displaying any type of input component 

B. routing the dialog flow based on values returned from a backend service 

C. returning the current value of a requested stock price in a skill message 

D. running the skill within a webpage 

E. routing to another skill within the suite of skills assembled within a digital assistant 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 4

Which two statements about skills are true? 

A. Customers can only chat with skill when those skills managed by a digital assistant. 

B. Skills can access back-end services. 

C. Skills have dialog flows that you may configure to create conversation. 

D. Skills always use natural languages processing (NLP). 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the output of this code? 

A. "Leaving loop at 3" 

B. "Leaving loop at 4" 

C. "Leaving loop at 0" 
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D. "Your session appears to be in infinite loop. Please_try again later\\'\\' 

Correct Answer: D 
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